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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM X-64658
THE SELECTION OF APPROXIMATING
FUNCTIONS FOR TABULATED NUMERICAL DATA
INTRODUCTION
In scientific work the scientist is often confronted with having to use
tabulated numerical data. In many cases, it is desirable to represent the tab-
ulated data by an approximate function containing arbitrary constant coeffi-
cients, so as to obtain the "best" fit to the given data. This report is concerned
with the development of a computer program that selects (from a list of can-
didate functions) the approximating functions and associated coefficients which,
when combined into a weighted sum, results in the "best" fit of the numerical
data.
The "best" fit of a set of numerical data is defined to be the one which
minimizes the sum of the squares of the differences in the tabulated values and
the corresponding values of the independent variable. Elementary matrix
operations and vector methods are the techniques used to determine the recur-
sion relations which yield the coefficients of the selected approximating func-
tions. The advantages of this "curve fitting" program are as follows: (i)
multivariable approximations can be performed, (2) flexibility with respect
to the type of approximations used, (3) the program is designed to choose
the "best" terms to be used in the approximation from an arbitrary list of
possible terms so that little knowledge of the proper approximating form is
required; and (4) recursion relations are used in determining the coefficients
of the approximating functions, which reduces the computer execution time of
the program.
Included is a discussion of the problem, a method of solution, deriva-
tion of the recursion relations of the coefficients, mathematical justification
of the solution, a listing of the computer programs, and a section showing
results from the use of the program.
DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM
From a set of n data points for m independent variables and one
dependent variable, denoted as (Yi, xi, , x. ) where
i = 1, 2, . . ., n, a table may be constructed similar to the following matrix:
I
Y1 Xll x12 . . . xlm
y2 x2 x22 . . . x2m
Yn Xni x n2 .nm
Such a table is assumed to define a function y = f (x1 , x2 , . . ., x )
m
over a region including the n data points. The desired approximation could
be the sum of N specified functions where N is an arbitrary integer. In this
case, the approximating function would have the form ya = a l f i (xi, x 2 , . ., x )
m
+ a2f2 (Xi , 2, .., x ) + .. + aNfN (Xi, x2, . . I x ) where,m m
fi (Xi, x2 , . . ., x m ), for i= i, 2, . . ., N are arbitrarily specified
functions which must be defined over the region including the n data points.
The coefficients, ai., of the specified functions in the approximations are to
be determined as similar to those in "curve-fitting" problems. The first
task accomplished by this report establishes the "best" L (where L is an
integer such that 3 < L - N) approximating functions which are chosen from
the total list of N possible functions. This allows much greater flexibility
than the standard "curve-fitting" approaches because many different types of
functions can be included in the list of N functions, and a selection of L func-
tions, which produce the "best" fit to the data, is made automatically. In
Reference 1 a similar problem is solved but the computational scheme devel-
oped here is much more efficient than the one described in Reference i. In
the next section the conditions which determine the coefficients for a fixed
number of approximating functions are derived. In the following section recur-
sion relations are derived, and the method for selecting the "best" L terms
is explained. The succeeding section contains the numerical results followed
by the conclusion.
METHOD OF SOLUTION
Once the tables from the n data points of m independent variables
and one dependent variable have been made and the choice of the N arbitrary
functions, to be used in the approximation has been decided, a second table


















(fi) evaluated at the jth data point is denoted as f..
1 13
(1 - i - N and 1 - j - n). Now, each of the columns in the preceding table
















The set of vectors gi, where 1 - i - N, is assumed to be a set of linearly
independent vectors. Thus, after the choice of the N arbitrary functions to be
used in the approximation has been determined and the components of the set
of vectors denoted as gi have been calculated, an approximation to yj may be
written as










a i i ii=1
Now, define a quantity D(a) in the following manner:.
Let
D(a) = (y- a) (-Ya) ,







Note: D(a) as defined by equation (2) is an indication of the error between y
and the approximation Y . By substituting equation (1) into the right memberYa
of equation (2), D( a) may be written as
N N
D(a) = (y - i i) ( i-1
i= 1 i=1
ai gi) (3)
and since the dot product of vectors is distributive over addition, equation (3)
becomes
N N N
D(a) = - 2 Z a i (Y gi)+ ' , i a (gi gj)i=l i=1 j=1
* (4)
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Before continuing, matrix notation will be employed to simplify the
expression involved. Equation (4) may be expressed in terms of matrices
as will be shown. A column vector, for example a, may be considered as a
matrix whose dimension is N x 1. Similarly, a row vector may be considered
as a matrix whose dimension is i x N. Let G be the N x N matrix whose
elements are dot products of the gi vectors, 1 < i < N; i. e.,
. , N and j= 1,2, . . ., N.
Furthermore, define the following quantities as shown below.
Y. gl
Let
, denoting the transpose of the N x 
and, with i denoting the transpose of the N x 1 matrix z; i. e.
Y g2 - .- gN] 
and similarly
-T
a = [al, a2, * * *, aN]
Thus, by use of the above definitions, equation (4) may be written as
-T - -T - -T -
D(a) = y y- 2 a z + a Ga (5)
5
G=[gi - gj]with i = 1,2, .
-T= [_. 
It is desired to minimize D(a) , which is an indication of the error between
y and a, with respect to the coefficients, a i (i = 1, 2, . . , N) , or with
respect to a. To show that this may be accomplished, D(a) will be expanded
in a Taylor series about an arbitrary point, a*, where
ad*
The Taylor series will have the formN
The Taylor series will have the form
D(a) = D(a*) + [aD(a)]
Laa a a-*-a
+ Ia- - *)T{: [ il
aa aa J o a*
+ higher order terms
The partial matrices in equation (6)
(5) . Therefore, by use of equation
can be readily computed from equation
(5),
a() = -2 T + 2aTG (7)
(8)
and





Thus, the higher order terms vanish. That is, all terms involving the kth
partial derivatives of D(a) , where k = 3, 4, . . ., are zero because G is
independent of a or equivalently, the a.(i = 1, 2, . . , N) . Hence, the1
Taylor series of D(a), equation (6) , may be written as
D(a) = D(a*) + [Da (a - a)
T a raD(a) *
+ 2(a-a_(aa - a* ) (9)2 aa aa i
and by substituting equations (7) and (8) into equation (9) , the Taylor
series of D(a) becomes
D(a) = D(a,*) + 2 zT + 2a* TG) ( - a*) + -a*) 2 G(a - a*.
(10)
In the following discussion it will be shown that equation (10) is
equivalent to equation (5) . That is, the truncated Taylor series of D(a)
about the arbitrary point a* is a precise representation of D(a) . Thus,
the minimization of equation (10) is equivalent to the minimization of D(a)
To show this, consider the right member of equation (10) which is shown
below:
D(a,') + (-2zT + 2ac TG) (a- T*)+ [(( -G)] .
When all the terms are expanded, expression (1i) can be written as:
7
-,a) -T- T T- - +D(a*) -2z a + 2a* Ga + 2z a* -2a* Ga* + a Ga
- -T *T - T -J,
- a Ga - a Ga* + a* Ga (12)
Since a* Ga may be considered as a i x I matrix (a scalar) it is equal
to its transpose. Therefore
aJTGa = (a Ga) = a GT a(*)
but (aT )T = * and since G is a symmetric matrix
-T -T-
a* Ga = a Ga'.
Thus, by collecting like terms, expression (12) becomes
D(a*) - 2a + 2zTa * - a*T Ga* + aTGa (13)
Now, an expression for D(a*) may be obtained from equation (5) . Thus,
expression (13) may be written as shown below:
T- - T - -T- -T- T -Ty. y - 2a*Tz + a* Ga* - 2z a + 2z a* - a* Ga* + a Ga (14)
As before, because a* z is a i x I matrix, it is equal to its transpose.
Thus




and by collecting like terms, expression (14) becomes
-T- -Ty.y - 2z a + a Ga
which is D(a) as shown in equation (5) . Thus, equation (10) is equiva-
lent to equation (5) .
As mentioned previously, it is desirable to minimize D(a) [equation
(5)] with respect to a; but since it has been shown that equation (10) is
equivalent to equation (5) , equation (10) will be minimized with respect
to a. Recall that





aa I aa - - a*
where
[a(a) = _2zT + 2T G
mai
and
a [aD(a) = 2G
[a 6
9





In the first case where
[aD(-) 0
aa a a
it can be seen that the.vector a will produce the minimum value of D(a)
equal to D(a*) if it can be shown that the quadratic form
-a-a*)T a{ a [a } a=a -
is positive for any choice of a other than a = a* . To see that this quadratic
form is, in fact, positive for any choice of a such that a ha* note that
{a [aD(f _ 2G
10
as shown in equation (8) . Thus,
EaD()
L aa )
(a - *C) = xTGx
where x = i - i* ¢ D. Now,
its matrix form as follows:
x Gx = [xi, x, . ., XN] I
-Tthe quadratic form x Gx, can be written in
21,. 21 gl g2






where x. = a -a* for i = 1, 2, . .., N. By performing the indicated


















gN* gNgN' g gN ' g2 ...
which is equal to
N
x(gj. g) xi + X xj(g.j g2 ) x2 + ..
I 3j=-i 3 3
N
+ ij=i Xj(gj · gN
) XN].
(18)
Since the x.(j=i, 2,. . ,N) are scalars, expression (18) may be written asJN
NLj=i
N
(xigi . x.g.) + (x2g2
J J j=i . Xjgj)
33
and because the dot product of vectors
(19) becomes
+ . . . +
N
j=l
is distributive over addition, expression
xjgj/ ) (xlg1 + X2g2 + *  * + xNgN)



















x Gx = x > ,
since for some i such that i - i < N and x. * 0 and the set of vectors
1
gi (i = i, 2, , N) is a linearly independent set. Therefore
i ( a*)T { a 8aD(ag] } (a - a*)
2
is always positive for arbitrary a a. So, when
D(a)a a*
the desired minimum of
D(a) = D(a*) + [aD( a) a
aa Ja=a
aD(- a) + (a - a*)
isaa obtained at a
is obtained at a* .
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Now, to investigate the second case,
M aa J 6 , (22)
it will be shown that, should
[aD(i) 1
Laa ,a=a*
then D(a) cannot obtain a minimum at a* . This will be shown to be the case




then there exists a • a* such that
[ED(a) 1
L aaI a-a*
((a - a*-) < 0
and
(a - a*) - a )
a--a










l Aa - -*
A
which implies that D(a) < D(a*); therefore, D(a) does not attain a minimum
at a=a* . To show this, suppose a~a* and let g be the absolute value of the
largest element in the N x N matrix,
a [aD(a) I a=a
t~~a aa ]) _a _ei
Let N (a*) be an E- neighborhood (E > 0) of a* and
fore, la- a* I < E but, a - a* $ O. Then




(a - a*) (23)
a=a*
The equality holds only when g = 0 but, since it has been shown that the term
involving
is positive, the aality is strictly "greater than.




Ta LD(a I 




To see that inequality (23) is true, note that the right side is a
scalar and g is maximum of the absolute values of the elements in
a [aD(a) 1 =a
Thus, by performing the indicated operations on the right side, a summation of
N2 terms results. The left side of inequality (23) may be written as the
summation of N2 terms as shown below:
N2 gE2 = i (g 2 g +  . . +
2 2 gE
2 ) . (N2 terms)

















then it is possible to make
8D(a) 1
aa (a - a*) < o
a=a*
by letting a.=a.* + - and a.1 1 2 3
Now, should
EaD (a)
8a.t n i p i t
i a=a*
then it is possible to make
[aD(a) 1
a a: = *
= a.*
I
where i *j and j = 1, 2,. . ., N.
>0
(a - a*) < 0
a = a* - e and a = a.*i 1 2 j 
aD(a) 1
aai J
























































-= [ a D(a) 
MD(a)
[aaI)








But, from inequality (23),












(a - a*-) = aD(a) l l
I s i a=a*,
as shown in equation (24) , it follows that
[a- (aa ) -
-a;=a-
(A -*) i (a - a) > -(a
2 a- *) a aaa'
I~~ ~~~~ [7- ] '
(25)
Since,
D(a) = D(a*) + -aI
L aa J- -*
(a -a)(a - a*)
A r - -i





the result just derived shows that D(ia) - D(a*) < 0. Thus, a* is not the
point at which D(a) is minimized. Therefore, if a;, is the point at which






A (a - a'*)
The preceding derivation and others to follow use many results found in
many books on vector and matrix analyses. References 2, 3, and 4 are
suggested for those unfamilar with these results.
When the conditions previously derived to minimize D(a) are satisified,
they may be used to compute the coefficients as shown below. From equation
(7)
E aD(a) 1 -IT T[_) ]= -2zT + 2aTG
aa
Thus, it can be seen that [-D(a)] will be the zero vector when a satisfies
the following relation:
-T -T
aTG = z (26)
which is equivalent to
N
Z a j(gi = y- gi * (27)
j=l
Thus, by solving equation (26) or (27) for ai where i = i, 2, . .. , N,
values aD() 
a unique set of values for i may be determined which will make 0.
These values can be used as a* so that
will be the zero vector. Then D(a*) will be the minimum value of D(a),
since it has been shown that
22
- )T a aD(a) 1)
aa aa











By factoring, it is possible to obtain
aj(gi. gj) - 2(y. gi )391 3 1y- i
Since the necessary conditions to minimize D(a) [equation
N
j=l
(27) ] are that
a.j(. j) = y. gi391 3 1
they may.be substituted into equation (28) to obtain
N
D(a4) = y . y - L
i=i
a.* (. g)1 y 9
where the elements a* are the values of a which satisfy equation (29) .








At this point it should be noted that, for a fixed value of N, equation
(26) could be used to compute the coefficients of an N-term approximation
-T -Tby use of the inverse of the matrix denoted as G; i.e., a = z [G] - where
[ G] -1 denotes the inverse of the matrix G. Note that this is for a fixed value
of N which, in turn, places a limitation on the type of approximation, since
N is the number of terms and corresponding to this is the dimension of G.
So, for an N-term approximation, the above equation could be used to compute
the a.(i = 1, 2, . . ., N); however, any other approximation (involving N o1
terms where No < N) would require computing the inverse of the G Matrix
each time N is changed. This is true because each change in the number of
terms of the approximation causes a corresponding change in the dimension
of the G-matrix.
As the number (N) of terms in the approximating function increases, the
computer execution time of an algorithm using equation (27) to determine
values of ai* for an N + i term approximating function increases. For
this reason, recursion relations have been developed which allow values of
a* to be computed for an N + i term approximation using a large part of
the work done in obtaining the coefficients a for the N-term approximation.
Then the error in the approximation as given by equation (30) and the
preceding recursion relations which will be derived in detail in the section
to follow are combined into an algorithm for determining the "best" L terms
from a list of N possible terms to be used in the approximation (where
3 < L < N). During each step of this algorithm, an indication of the error
in the approximation may easily be calculated by use of equation (30). The
first time through the computation, each of the gi(i = 1, 2, . . ., N) vectors
are used as g1 . The particular gi that results in the minimum error is then
saved or stored as gi. The next time through the computation, each of the
remaining gi vectors are used as g2. As done previously, the gi resulting
in the minimum error is then saved as g2. The remaining N - 2 vectors
are then used as g3 and the procedure is repeated. The process is continued
until the desired number L of the N (where 3 < L < N) possible terms
or functions have been chosen.
RECURSION RELATIONS FOR THE COEFFICIENTS
To derive general recursion relations which allow the computation of
an n-term approximation to a given function (where n = 1, 2, . . . , N) , the
development for the cases n = 1, 2, and 3 will be shown in detail. Then
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using the results for n = 1, 2, and 3 and also the results for n = 4 and 5
which are not included, due to length and complexity, the general recursion
relations which are listed can be obtained.
To start this development, consider the case where n = 1. Then
equation (27) would have the form
(gl. g1)(all)= Y . ,
Therefore, the coefficient would be given by
all =_ _ = , (31)
gi. gi Bl i1
where B11 = go. gl 
n=2
For the two-term approximation, equation (27) has the following
form:
- - g1 g1- 92 a2 Y - g1
gi2 .gi gi . g2 [a 22 [y.g 'J.
As before, it is desired to determine the coefficients in terms of gl . gl,
g 1 g2 , g2 * 1 , g 2 . g2 Y gl, i. g2 . This is to be accomplished by use of
the augmented matrix from the above system of equations. The augmented
matrix is of the form:
gi..g 1 g1i . 2 yg. I
_ _ , _ _ _ 1 (32)
g2 1g1 g2 g-2 Yg 2g2
25
where elementary row operations will be performed on the matrix to obtain
an equivalent matrix of the system which will eventually yield the desired
relations for the coefficients. The operations will be indicated to the right
of the matrix on which they are performed. Note that Bii - gi . gi was
computed in the previous section. From expression (32), multiply row one












where "~" denotes "is row equivalent to" and
Bi2 -
B11
Note that g was computed in the previous section. Define
B21 - g2 . gt and perform the elementary row operations as indicated below:
iB2[21 ggB12 a1a i 1r
g2 g-92 Y g92 ~r 2- (B21) r
B12 all
B2 2 Y g2 - all B2 i 1
where
B2 2 = g2 . g2 - B2 1 B12
Finally,
I B12 all i
o B2 2 ;y. g2 - all B. 
which is the desired form of the augmented matrix.








a Y . g2 - a1 B 2 1
a22 B2 2B22
and
a2 1 = all - B 12 a2 2
n=3
Now, for a three-term approximation, the system of equations
expressed in matrix notation is shown below :
g1 . 2 g1 . g3 a3 1 Yg. 1
g2 g2 g2 . g3 a32 Y- g
g3 . g2 g3 . g3 a3 3 Y- g3




g1 g2 g1 - g3
g2 . g2 g2 . g3
g3 . g2 g3- g3
(33)
Elementary row operations are to be performed on the augmented matrix,
shown on line (33), until it is in a form which will allow the coefficients a3 1,
a3 2, and a3 3 to be determined easily. As before, B11 = gI * g1. Therefore
g.i . 2 g1 g 3 Y- gi
g2 . 2 g2 .g 3 y. g2






g2 . g2 g2 . g3




- 1 _ _
E 2 g9
g93 - 1








B12 = g1 . g2Bil
B13 = gi. g3Bll
al1 = 
B1 1
B 2 1 = g2 g1
B31 = g3 gi
Note that B12 , B2 i, and all have been computed previously; thus, only B1 3








g2- g3 Y- g2
g3 - g3 Y .g 3
r 2-B 21 rl
Bi2 B13
B2 2 g2 · g3 - B 2 1 B 3
g3 - g2 g93 .g 3
all














g 3 · g 2 - B 3 1 B 1 2
all
Y g2 - B 2 1 al]
Y g3.
B1 3
g2 * g3 - B 2 1 B 13
g3 * gS - B3 1 Bi3
Y- g2
Y g3
r 3 -B 3 1 rl
all









g3 - B2 1 B 13
g3 - B3 1 Bi3
Y g2 - B2 1 al 




g3 · g3 - B3 B 13
all
a2 2
Y . g3 - B 31i allI
















=g 2 . g - B21 B1 3B2 3 = 2 2B 2





















y . g3 - B3 1 all
r 3 -B 3 2 r2
all
a2 2
y * g3 - B3 all - B32 a2 2
with









y . g - B3 1 all - B3 2 a2 2
1 Bi2 Bi all
0 1 B23 a2 2
0 0 1 a33
which is the desired form of the augmented matrix and where
Y . gs - B31 ai, - B3 2 a2 2
a3 3 = B 33
Hence, the remaining coefficients may readily be computed as shown below:
a3 2 = a2 2 - B2 3 a3 3
and
a3 1 = all - Bi2 a3 2 - B13 a3 3
The relations for four and five-term approximations were developed in
a similar manner. Due to the complexity and length of the expressions
involved, the development will not be given here. However, by reviewing the






B1 1 = g- go
ai ='
B1 1i
For n - 2
B2 1 = g2 g1
B 12 = 11
B 2 2 = g2. g2 - B1 2 B2 1
2 = Y g9 - al B21
a2 2 =
B22
a2 1 = all - a 2 2 B1 2
For i = 3, 4, 5, . . , N, where N is a positive integer, the relations are
given by




gB gi - k ' Bkj ik
j = 2, 3, . . .,i-l
B..
B.. = ljJi B]B ..
i-I
Bii= gi gi - Bki Bik
k=l
i-I




i ki i-j+k i-j, i-j+kji, ij Ci-j, i-j , i-j+  B-j i-j+kk=l
j = 1, 2, . . ., i-l
As previously mentioned, and as indicated above, quantities used in determining
the coefficients of a (k - 1) -term approximation are also used in determining
the coefficients of a k-term approximation, (2 - k ' N); hence, they need not
be recomputed.
To illustrate the use of the general recursion relations, let i = 3 and
substitute it into the general relations to see if they do agree with the quanti-
ties as calculated using elementary row operations on the three term matrix.
For i = 3, Bil = gi . gl as given by the recursion relations. Therefore,




by the recursion relations; therefore
by the recursion relations; therefore
B13 =- 1 but,B11 B3 1 = g3- ii
Therefore
B13 = B1- 1Bl
which agrees with the results obtained using elementary row operations. Then
continuing through the recursion relations, where j = 2, 3, . . ., i - 1,
j-1
Bij = gi- gj - Lk--l Bkj Bik
Therefore
B3 2 = g3 . g 2 - B1 2 B3 1
agrees with the derived value
B..
B = .ji BB. l
where j=2, 3, . .., i- 1.
34
Therefore
B 2 3 B37
B22
But
B3 2 = g. g2 - B1 2 B 1
therefore
B _ g. . g9 - Big Bit23 - B
22B22
where




g1- g2 = g2 . gl
Therefore
B = g g
23 B2 2
g3 .· g2 ~-(·· Bll
B2 2
35
and since, B2 1 = g2 ' g1
B2 :3 =
g3 * g2 -
B22
B21( Bl )
g:.- gl = gl. g3 and g3. g2 = g.2 -
Therefore





B 2 3 = B2 2-B22
B9, Bt_,
which agrees with the derived value.
j-1





B3 3 = g3 g3 - B13 B3 1 - B2 3 B3 2
which agrees with the derived value.
j-1




= y. :.~ - al B,1 - a B,,
a 33 B3 3
which agrees with derived value.
The remaining coefficients are obtained from the following relation;
i
i, i-j ai-J, 1-j k=1 a i , i-j+k Bj, i-j -+k
where j= 1, 2, . . . i - 1.
Therefore, a3 2 = a 22 - B2 3 a3 3 and a3 1 = all - B 12 a3 2 - B1 3 a3 3 which
agrees with the derived value.
Thus, the recursion relations are valid for a three-term approximation,
as shown above. If interested, one may derive the quantities for a four and
five-term approximation in a manner similar to the one, two, and three-term
approximations, which have been shown. As a result the reader can verify
that the recursion relations hold for n = 4 and n = 5 . And an induction type
of proof could be constructed to show that the recursion relations are, in
37
fact, true for any N- 3 where N is an integer. The Appendix is a listing of a
printout of the programming of the recursion relations and the logic for select-
ing the "best" L terms from a possible list of N terms where (3 - L - N)
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to show how the computer program works, examples of two
types of approximations to a function of one independent variable will be in-
cluded in this section. The numerical data to be used for these examples are
a tabular function where 77(ETA) is the dependent variable and Mach is the
independent variable. These numerical data are a particular set of aerodynamic
data which are often used in trajectory simulation programs. In Tables I and
2 the actual numbers indicating how r1 varies with Mach are given. In Figures
1 through 20, plots of this tabular data are given. For clarity, the following
definitions are used to assist in reading Tables 1 and 2:
Y nominal value of the dependent variable
XI value of the independent variable
CY computed value as calculated by the approximation
DIFF Y-CY; i.e., nominal value minus the computed value
PDIF percent difference, DIFF/Y
DENOM value of the denominator; for polynomial approximations,
DENOM = 1
DDD the sum of the squares of the differences
RMS root mean square; i.e., NfDDD/Mi where M is the
number of data points
ERRI DDD/YDY where YDY is the sum of the squares of Y
ERROR I ERR1/M
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The two types of approximations to be considered are polynomial approx-
imations (case 1) and rational function approximations (case 2). In each,
a table printout and plotting of the approximations were initiated after the sixth-
term approximation was made (i.e., NP = 6). For case 1, the sample print-
out of all the polynomial approximations will be referred to as Table I and
the sample printout for case 2, the rational function approximations, will be
referred to as Table 2. The process was terminated after the fifteenth-term
had been chosen by the program (NT = 15).
Consider case 1, that is, the polynomial approximations. The functions
chosen to be used as terms in the approximations are listed below and may be
seen in the program listed as the Appendix.
G(1) = 1
G(2) = x, where, x is the independent variable
G(3) = x2
G(4) = x 3
G(19) = x1 8
G(20) = x1 9
So, from the above functions, the program will determine polynomial
approximations ranging from one-term through NT-terms, as may be seen in
Table 1, where (NT = 15). The approximations will be of the form
NT
y - F(x) = E CA(J) - AFN(J)
J=1
where AFN denotes approximating function number and CA is the computed
coefficients of the corresponding approximating function. As may be seen
from Table 1, the following functions were chosen in the order shown below
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AFN(1) is G(1) - 1
AFN(2) is G(2) - x
AFN(3) is G(3) - x2
AFN(4) is G(4) = x3
AFN(5) is G(5) - x4
AFN(6) is G(10) - x9
Thus, a six-term polynomial approximation (Table 1 and Figure 1) would
have the form
6
y - F(x) = ~ CA(J) · AFN(J)
J=1
or
y = CA(I) = CA(2) x + CA(3) x2 + CA(4) x' + CA(5) x4 + CA(6) x9
where the coefficients obtained from Table 1 are given below.
CA(1) = 0.3633551733860099 '+ 00
CA(2) = 0.4452805637032931 + 00
CA(3) = 0.4826696357426569 - 01
CA(4) = 0.2213696405455174 - 02
CA(5) = 0.3696033107572816 - 04
CA(6) = 0.8652009407108565 - 13
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If desired, the reader may determine approximations through 15-terms from
Table 1 by following a procedure similar to the one just described for a 6-term
approximation. Indications of the quality of an approximation are the graphs
(Figures 1 through 20 ), and the error-term, as given on the printout, Table
1, for each of the 15 different polynomial approximating functions. The graphs
of all the polynomial approximating functions follow and are identified as
Figures 1 through 10. Figure 1 is a plot of the actual variation of 7 with
respect to Mach, which is shown as a solid line, and the 6-term approximation,
which is plotted with asterisks. Figures 2 through 10 are similar plots for
the 7- through 15-term approximation.
As may be seen from Figures 7, 8, and 9, the 12, 13, and 14-term
polynomial approximations appear to be better approximations than the 6-term
polynomial approximation. Hence, from Table 1, it may be seen that the
error does decrease as the number of terms in the approximations increases to
14, at which time the smallest value of the error is reached (0. 5 x 10 3 ) . Thus,
of all the polynomial approximations considered in this example, the 14-term
approximation would be considered the most accurate. From Figure 10, it
can be seen that the graph of the 15-term approximation consists of many
"spikes. " Also, from Table 1 (15-term approximation; AFN = 15), note that
the value of the error is approximately 0. 1033. This is an increase compared
to the 14-term approximation error and is due to a numerical precision problem.
To overcome this, there has been developed a version of this program in which
calculations are performed to 40 places [5].
Now, consider case 2, the rational function approximations to the same
data considered in case 1. For this case, there are twenty functions designated
for use in the numerator of the approximation and nineteen designated for use
in the denominator. All of these functions are listed together below.
G(1) = 1
G(2)= x
G(3) = x 2
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Figure 5. The 10-term polynomial approximation.
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I
G(22) = -x2 y
G(23) = -x3 y
G(38) = -x¥8y
G(39) = -x19y
An explanation of how a part of the last 19 of the above functions became
the denominator of a rational function approximation is given in the discussion
to follow.
The computer program listed in the Appendix determines rational func-
tion approximations ranging from one-term through "NT" terms (where
NT = 15) from the preceding list of 39 possible terms. A sample printout
from this program is included here as Table 2. Note that the symbols used
in Table 2 are the same as those in Table 1. As may be seen from Table 2
the following functions were chosen (in the order shown below) for a 10-term
rational function approximation:
AFN(1) is G(1) 1
AFN(2) is G(21) = -xy
AFN(3) is G(22) - -x2 y
AFN(4) is G(4) = x3
AFN(5) is G(23) = -x3 y
AFN(6) is G(5)- x 4
AFN(7) is G(24) -- -x4 y
AFN(8) is G(6) - x5
AFN(9) is G(25) - -x5 y
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Hence, the approximation may be expressed as 'a function of the independent
variable in the following manner:
10
y F(x) = L CA(J) AFN(J)
k=l
where the coefficients are listed in Table 2. Thus,
y = CA(1) + CA(2) · (-xy) + CA(3) · (-x2 y) + CA(4). x3
+ CA(5) - (-x3 y) + CA(6) . x4 + CA(7) , (-x4 y) + CA(8) x5
+ CA(9) . (-x5 y) + CA(10) * x
Therefore, the rational function approximation to the curve may be written as
= CA(1) + CA(10)x + CA(4)x 3 + CA(6)x 4 + CA(8)x 5
F(x) y 1 + CA(2)x + CA(3)x 2 + CA(5)x 3 + CA(7)x4 + CA(9)x5
Again, as with the polynomial approximations, the plots resulting from the
functions given in Table 2 are included here as Figures 11 through 20.
Note that the computed values are plotted as asterisks and the nominal
values as dots. As may be seen by inspection of Figure 15, the nominal
curve and the curve as determined by the approximation almost coincide. Also
note from Table 2 that the error for this 10-term approximation, 0. 66 x 10- 3 ,
and that the algebraic sign of the denominator (DENOM) in the rational func-
tion is always positive so that there are no zeros in the region of interest.
Thus, this 10-term approximating function is considered the most acceptable
of the rational function approximations.
As before, on some of the graphs of the rational function approximations
there are "spikes." Some of these are due to numerical precision problems,
as is the case with the polynomial approximations, but not all of them. For
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Figure 20. The i5-term rational function approximation.
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24 26 28 30
example, see Figure 16 at xl = 10. 5. From Table 2 it may be seen that
the algebraic sign of the denominator changes from positive at xl = 10.0 to
negative at xl = 10. 5. Hence, there exists a zero of the denominator for this
particular rational function approximation between xl = 10. 0 and xl= 10. 5.
As another example, from Table 2, an error of 0.408 x 10- : occurs for a
13-term rational function approximation [ i.e. , at AFN (13)] which is
less than the error of the 10-term rational function approximation. But,
from Table 2, it may be seen that the algebraic sign of the denominator is
positive at xl1= 6. 5 and negative at xl = 7. 0, indicating that a zero of the
denominator exists between 6.5 and 7.0 for this approximation. Thus
neither of these approximating functions can be used with any safety, although
for the 13-term function both the error-term and the plot seem to be acceptable.
Many other tabular functions have been approximated with the program. The
sample printout and Figures 1 through 20, should serve to familiarize the
reader with the operation of the program.
CONCLUSION
The program, as designed, allows the user greater flexibility as com-
pared to the standard "least-squares" approximation techniques. By use of the
recursion relations to compute the coefficients of an approximation, quantities
once computed need not be recomputed when the approximation is changed.
Thus, many approximations to a function are easily and rapidly available. Also
by use of the so called "picker" or "best gi choice," it is not necessary for
the user to have a good idea as to the type of approximation that is desirable to
approximate a function. The program chooses the best 1, 2, . . ., N-term
approximations to a function. Additional flexibility is available since the
function used as terms in the approximations may be arbitrarily chosen. As
shown by previous examples, polynomial and rational function approximations
are available for the same function during one run of the program. This
was possible by setting ND = 0 and ND = 19 respectively in the data pack. In
addition, the program is designed to accommodate multiple cases.
The main restrictions are that the functions used as terms, to be chosen
for the approximations, be defined over a region including the data points and
that computer capacity not be exceeded by making the possible number of terms
to be selected too large.
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APPENDIX
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING COEFFICIENTS





CA Coefficients of the approximation
GDG Dot product of the gi vectors
XDG Dot product of y and the gi vectors




IPOINT Number of data points
NN Maximum number of functions to be used in the numerator of
the approximation
ND Maximum number of functions to be used in the denominator of
the approximation
NT Maximum number of terms to be selected for the approxima-
tion
TT Constant added to the dependent variable
NP Initiation of plotting
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00101 * 1, BM1tIISI, I3(ISI, 6139',200), X200,O01t, Y(2001 A 2
00103 5 IMPLICIT REALOSfA-H,O-Z) A 3
OOl0 6* REAL LPLOTX,LPLOTYLPLOTZ A q
0005 7. DIHENSION LABELX(12), LABELY(121), LPLOTX(2001, LPLOTY(2001), LPLOTZ A S
olo0 8 1(t2001 A 6
00106 9S DATA /LABELX/6H MACH,6H ,6H TT * .2e6H ,6H NO * ,2*6H A 7
00106 l0* I ,6HKBL A ,3*6H /A a
00110 iI* DATA /LABELY/1206H A 9
00112 12' CALL IDENT (I9) A 10
00113 13* NC-I A 11
4OOliq 4* 10 READOS,390,ENOD-375,ERR-3751IPOINT,POINTNT,NN,NDTTNP A 12
00125 I5* READ (t5,400) LABELY A 13
00133 16e ENCODE(S20,LABELX(qlITT A Iq
00136 17* ENCODE(S30,LABELXt7))ND A IS
001ql 1t8 N.NN*ND A 16
00142 19* PRINT 380 A 17
03q44 200 PRINT 500, NC A 18
00147 213 PRINT S10, IPOINT,NN,ND,NT,TT,NP A 19
00157 220 DO 30 I-I,N A 20
00162 23. DO 20 J-l,N A 21
00165 290 20 GOGII,J)-O.O A 22
00167 25e 30 YDG(I)-O.O A 23
00171 260 YOY-O.O A 24
00172 27 DO 100 K-Il,IPOINT A 25
00175 280 READ qlO, Y(K),X(K,I) A 26
002nl 29* ytKI-Y(K)+TT A 27
00201 300 C THESE ARE THE ARBITRARY FUNCTIONS CHOSEN A 28
00202 31o GtKIK)I. A 29
00203 32* G(2,K)-X(Kt) A 30
0020q 33* DO qO J-3,NN A 31
00207 34* JMluJ-I A 32
00210 35* qO4 G(J,K)G(2,K)*G(JMI,K) A 33
00212 360 IF (ND) 50,70,50 A 3q
00215 370 50 00 60 J-,ND A 35
00220 38* 60 G(J+NNK)-G(JIK)*YIK(K) A 36
00222 390 70 CONTINUE . A 37
00222 40 C PART w* COMPUTE DOT PRODUCTS A 38
00223 410 DO 90 J-.lN A 39
00226 420 DO 80 I."IJ A 40
00231 q3* GDG0IJt-G(IoK)G(J,K)+GOGItJI A 41
00232 qqo 80 GDGtJIl-GDGtI,J) A q2
00234 q45s 90 YDG(J)-Y(K)OGIJKI)YDGlJ) A 43
00236 46* YDY-Y(K)*Y(K)tYDY A 44qq
00237 47* 100 Y(K)t-Y(K)-TT A 45
00237 q8 C PART 2 MAXIMUM H11t A 46
00241 49* KBL-I A q7
002q2 50. HM-O, A 48
002q3 S* 00D 120 I-KBL,N A 49
OOZq6 52 8(ItlI, GDGG(I,1) A SO
00247 53* A(tl)-YODG(I)/68I.), A 5t
00250 5q DDDo-A(tIl*YDG(I) A 52
00251 55* H-ODD A 53
00252 560 IF IABSIHI-ABS(HHM) .120,120,110 A S4
00255 570 I10 8MFII)B11I,1) A 55
00256 58o CA(l.A(1l,l) A 56
00257 590 I3lt.3 A 57
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00260 60 DDDM.DDD- A 5800261 61. HM.H A 5900262 62Z 120 CONTINUE A 6000264 63* 8BIl).RMFIlI A 610026S 68q Atll)CA(II) A 6200266 65e DDD-I.-ODDHM/YDY A 6300267 660 ODO-A8S(DDO) A 68
00270 67. RMS-SQRT(DOD/POINT) A 6500271 68* PRINT q20, K8LIM(I),CA(I),DD0 tRMSHMM A 66
00271 69' C PART 3 MAXIMUM H1421 A 6700301 70. KBL.2 A 6800302 71. HM.O, A 6900303 72 D 150 IOI.l,N A 7000306 73. IF I1-IM1111) 130,150,130 A 7100311 7Re 130 CONTINUE A 7200312 751 M-IM(I ) A 7300313 760 8(2,1)-GDGIIH) A 78
00312 77 RlI,2)-8(2.Il)/B(l,I) A 7500315 78. 8(2,21)GOG!,!).B812,11e8i1,2) A 76
00316 79. A(2,21)-YDG(Il)-812,II)A(lI)1 A 7700317 80 A12,2)-1'A(2,2)1/812,2)1 A 7800320 81* A(2,1)-A(I l-A(12,2)*811,21 A 7900321 820 DD-ACZI)I*YDG(M)+AIZ,2)*YDG(I) A 8000322 83* H-DDD A 8100323 988 IF (ABS(H)-ABS(HM) ISOlso10,iq0 A 8200326 851 1q0 8M8(11-R(2,(1 A 8300327 86* 8MF(1l)8((,21 A 8q
00330 87. BMF(2)-8(2,2) A 8500331 88* 1M(2)-1I A 8600332 89. CA(2)-A(2,2) A 8700333 90. CAI2)-A(2,I) A 8800334 910 HMM.H A 89
0033S 920 DDDM-DDD A 9000336 93 150ISO CONTINUE A 910038O 9q* 8(2,1)-8MB(I) A 92003q8 950 B(I,2)-BMF(II) A 9300382 960 812,21)-8MF(21 A 98003q3 97' A(2,2)-CA(2) A 95003qq 980 A(2,1II)-CA() A 96003q5 99 DDOn-l.,-DODDM/YDy A 9700386 1000 DO-A85(IOODOD) A 98003q7 101e RMS4SGRT(DDDOO/POINT) A 99
003S0 102- PRINT 930, KBL,IM(21 A10000358 103* 00D 160 1-1,2 A101003S7 10.* 160 PRINT '50, I,CAII) A1020036q 105* PRINT 860, DDD,RM5,HM A103
00371 106' IF (NP-K8LI 180,180,170 A 10q0037q 107* 170 PRINT 870 A1050037q 108lo C PART eeeeo qA eeee A106
00376 109' 180 L-IM(I) A 10700377 110 00DO 370 K8L-3,NT A 10800802 IIIe HM.O. A 10900403 112 KRLMI-K8L-1 A 110OOqOq 113* DO 270 I-I,N A II00q07 11* 00D 190 J.l,K8LM1 A 1120012 1150 IF (1-IMI(J)) 190,270,190 A 113
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· -00415 334. 190 CONTINUE A kill
00417 1170 8KBL,I-GDGIt,LI A 115
00q20 31186 (ttK8LI-8tK8L,11/811,11 A 116
00421 119 00D 210 J-2,KBLMI A 117
OOqzq 1200 J"l-J-I A 118
00425 121* M-oIMJ) A 119
00426 1220 8K5L.,JI-GOG(l,M) A 120
00427 1230 00D 200 K-l,JMI A 121
00432 124q 200 (KBLJ).BIKB8LJ)-B(K.J)*8(KBLKI A 122
00434 125* 210 8(J,KBLI-8IKBLJ)/9(J,J) A 123
00436 1260 BIKBL,K8L)-GDG(ll) A 124
00437 1270 A(KBL,KRLI-YDG(I) A 125
OOqqo 1280 DO 220 K-I,K8LMI A 126
00443 129o 8(KSLKBLI)8(KBL.KBL)-BIK,KBL3*8(KBL,KI A 127
00444 1300 220 A(KBL.KBLI)-A(KBL,K9L)-AK,K)*B(KBL,KI A 128
0446 131* A(KBLKRLI-A(KBLKBL)/B(KBL,KBLI A 129
00447 132o 00 230 J-lKBLMI A 130
00452 1330 KBMJ-KBL-J A 131
00453 1340 A(KBL,KBMJI-AIKBMJ,KBMJ) A 132
00oS# 35* D00 230 K-I,J A 133
00457 1360 KMJPK.KBMJ+K A 134
00460 1370 230 A(KBLKBMJIAKBLKBMJI)-AIKBLKMJPK)*BIKBMJKMJPK) .A 135
OOq63 138* ODDOO A 136
0064 1390 DO 240 J-I,KBLMI A 137
OO"?67 1q00 M-tMJ) A 138
00Q70 1410 290 OD.-DDD#A(KBL,J)¥YDGGM) A 139
00472 142 D00D-D0DeA(K8L.KBL)*YDGIl) A IqO
00473 3430 H-DDD A lIl
00474 14q4 IF (ABS(tH-A8StHM)J 270,270,250 A I42
60477 14S. 250 IM(K8LIuI A I43
0000 1460 HMH-M A Iqq
00501 IQ470 DODM-DDD A 45
00502 1480 00 260 J.l,KBLMI A 146
S00505 Iq9 BMR(J)-B(K8LJ) A IR7
00506 150o 8MF(J)-S(J,K8L) A It8
00507 I5S0 260 CA(JJIA(KBL,J) A 1q9
005l 1520 8MF(KBLI-B(KBL,KSLI A 150
00512 153. CA(KBL)-A(KBL,KRLI A 151
00513 5Io"* 270 CONTINUE A 152
00515 1550 00 280 J-l,K8LMI A 153
00520 1560 8(KL.,JI-BMItJ) A 15q
00521 157* (JKBLI)-BMF(J) A 155
00522 1568 280 AtKBL,J).CA(J) A 156
0052" 1590 B(KBL,KBLI-BMFt(KBL) A 157
00525 1600 A(KBLKBLI)-CA(KBL) A 158
00526 161 DOD-I.DD-ODM/YDY A 159
00527 1620 PRINT q4O, KBL,IM(KBL) A 160
00533 1630 DO 290 II-I,K8L A 161
00536 1640 290 PRINT 4SO, II,CA(II) A 162
00543 165 ODD-AB5IDOO) A 163
Oo5s4q 166 RHSWSQRTtOOD/POINT) A l64q
S0054S 167 PRINT 460, DDORMS,HM A 165
00552 1686 IF INP-KBL1 310,310,300 A 166
OOSS00555 169 300 PRINT 470 A 167
00557 1700 310 IF (KBL-NPI 370,320,320 A 168
00562 171* 320 D000D-O., A 169
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00563 172* 00 360 J-lIPOINT A 170
00566 1738 ENCOOEISqO,LABELX(ItOIIKBL A 171
00571 17M0- ANUM-0. A 172
00572 1750 DENOM-I. A 173
00573 176o DO 350 -oI,KBL A 174
00576 1770 M-lHMil A 175
00577 1786 IF (f-NN) 330,330,3q0 A 176
00602 179* 330 ANUHM-ANUM*CA(I)*oG(HpJ A 177
00603 1800 GO6 TO 350 A 178
00604 1813 390 DENOM.DENONoCAIIeG(MH-NN+IJ) A 179
0060s 1820 350 CONTINUE A 180
00607 1830 CYsANUM/OENOM A 181
00610 1840 CYeCT.TT A 182
00611 IS50 OIFFOYTlJ-CT A 183
00612 1866 PDIF-DIFF/Y(J) A 183
00613 187. D0D-DODODIFFODIFF A 185
00614 3IR8 PRINT 460, T(JIX(J,I$,CY,DIFF,PDIFDENON A 186
00624 189. LPLOTYIJI.VIJI A 187
00625 1900 LPLOTXIJ)oXf(J.l A 188
00626 1910 LPLOTZIJI-Cy A 189
00627 192o 360 CONTINUE A 190
00631 1930 CALL QU1K3V (-l35,SLABELXLABELY,-IPOINTLPLOTXLPLOTY) A 191
00632 1940 CALL QUIK3V (O,qo,LABELXoLASELYo-IPOINTLPLOTX,LPLOTZ) A 192
00633 195o DOD-ABS(ODD1 'A 193
00634 1960 RMSaSQRTIDOO/POINTI A 19q
00635 1970 ERRI-DOO/YDY A 195
00636 1986 ERROR-SORTIERRI/POINTI A 196
00637 1990 PRINT 90, ODODD,RMS,YDYERRI,ERROR A 197
00646 2000 370 CONTINUE A 198
006850 201e NC-NC*I A 199
0065S 2020 so TO 10 A 200
00652 2030 375 CALL ENOJOR A 201
00653 2040 STOP A 202
00653 205S C A 203
00654 2060 380 FORMAT IIHII A 204
00655 2070 390 FORMAT (!ADIq.S,14ll,loD34.S,12) A 205
00656 2080 400 FORMAT II2A61 A 206
00657 2090 410 FORMAT 12015.8) A 207
00660 2100 920 FORMAT (IHO0,3O0HAPPROXIMATING FUNCTION NUMBER 12,6N IS 6(12,1H),/// A 208
00660 2110 IoIMO,7HCA(I1 "E23.16,/,1HO,7HDOO *E23.16,6X,6HRS *E23.16,6X,SN A 209
00660 2120 2HH *E23.16o///,6S512H0I,/////I A 210
00661 213o '30 FORMAT (IHO,03OMAPPROXIMATING FUNCTION NUMBER 12,6H 15 6112,1H),/// A 211
00661 213q 1) A 212
00662 215o q4O FORMAT IIHO3 30HAPPROXIHATING FUNCTION NUMBER 12.6H IS G(12,1HI,/// A 213
00662 2160 11 A 214
00663 2170 950 FORMAT IlHO,3HCAI,2,3H) *,E23.16) A 215
00664 2180 460 FORMAT (IHO,8HODD .E23.16,6X,7HRMS' *E23.1686X,SHHM E23,16,/ A 216
00664 219 I///I1 A 217
00665 2200 470 FORMAT 16SIZN2e),/////I A 218
00666 221o 400 FORMAT IMHO,2X,SHTY *EIO.4,e2X,SHXI -*E0.q.2X,SHCY -Elq.S,2XSHD A 219
00666 2220 lIFF-El4.o82XSHPOIF-Elqo,2X,7HDOENOH *EIq.81 A 220
00667 2230 q90 FORHAT (IHOX///,2XSHDOO *EIS.8,2X,5SHRMS -EIS.82XSHYDY *E15.8,2X A 221
00667 2240 1,6HERRI *E15.8s2X,7HERROR EIS5.8,e,//6SI2NoI,///I A 222
00670 2250 SOO FORMAT 12512H*I,.7Xo!3#CASE NUMBER 112,1HI,7X,2(512HoI////) A 223
00671 2260 510 FORMAT 1IHON.NTHE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS USED IN THIS FIT IS II. A 224
00671 2270 I,lX,66HTNE MAXIMHUH NUHMBER OF APPROXIMATING FUNCTIONS IN THE NUMERA A 225
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